Abstract-Emergence of white-light LEDs allows the combination of lighting and information broadcast functionality in one optical source. We investigate analytically and by Monte Carlo simulations feasible data transmission rates in a moderate-size office room, where we assume illumination conforming to standards and the use of commercially available LEDs and photodiodes. The performances of systems relying on baseband [i.e., pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM)] and discrete multitone (DMT) transmission show that data rates of more than 100 Mbit/s can be expected despite the rather low bandwidth of the system.
between traffic infrastructure and cars [7] , [8] , or between machines (robots). Moreover, visible light communication may be part of a system to provide broadband internet and mobile services even on board of aircrafts.
Several reported investigations for office application relied on complex tri-chromatic LEDs with idealized bandwidths of 100 MHz and more, [3] [4] [5] . In our paper, we revisit the work of Komine et al., [4] , but consider commercially available "singlechip" white-light LEDs (blue LED plus phosphorous layer). By theoretical analysis, we investigate the potentials for high-speed transmission in a moderate-size office, with both baseband and discrete multitone (DMT) modulation. The use of DMT signals was previously considered in [9] and [10] , however, in combination with very low bit rates. This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the framework for investigation, including an overview on the relevant characteristics of LED chips as well as a scenario for the chip layout in order to achieve the target lighting levels. Within Section III, the communication channel is introduced and discussed in terms of intersymbol interference, after which the system performance and achievable transmission rates are investigated analytically and by simulations of baseband (i.e., pulse-amplitude modulation, PAM) and DMT-based transmission. Finally, results of our investigations are summarized and major conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
II. ILLUMINATION WITH WHITE-LIGHT LEDS

A. Framework for Investigation
In order to make the results of our investigation comparable to those used in the pioneer study of Komine et al. [4] , we consider an empty model room with identical dimensions (see Fig. 1 ).
0733-8724/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE The room is a 5 5 3 m cube, and the optical sources are installed 2.5 m above the floor. The room is assumed to serve as office, and the main purpose of the lighting is to illuminate the writing desk. Therefore, we evaluate the system performance at desktop height (0.85 m above the floor).
For proper lighting, a certain brightness of the illuminated surface is required, and for a reliable high-speed data transmission, sufficient optical power is needed. Both of these conditions need to be considered in the system design.
B. LED Chip Characteristics
Even though white light can be produced by proper mixing of red, green and blue light (three chips), most of the present white-light LEDs are based on a blue LED chip topped with a phosphor layer. The power spectrum of such an LED [11] was measured with an optical spectrum analyzer (Yokogawa, AQ-6315A), and the inferred spectrum is displayed in Fig. 2 .
From radiation spectrum [W/m], one can obtain the luminous flux [lm] , of the source by evaluating (1) where denotes the eye sensitivity function [12] . The luminous flux is the optical power of the source as perceived by the human eye. The parameter of interest for us is the illuminance,
[lx], which expresses the brightness of the illuminated surface. According to [12] , it is defined as luminous flux per unit area (2) and depends on the source luminous intensity
[cd], in the direction .
accounts for the radiation pattern of the light source and the distance to the illuminated surface, (see Fig. 1 ). For a source with Lambert radiation characteristic and an angle of incidence [rad], the horizontal illuminance is (3) where is the maximal luminous intensity [12] . The Lambert index depends on the source radiation semiangle as
Relevant optical source parameters for data transmission are its radiant power and modulation bandwidth. The source optical power [W] (radiant flux) is given as (5) Note, that there is no relationship to the eye sensitivity.
With the knowledge of and , both and were evaluated and a conversion factor of 4.2 mW/lm for this type of LEDs was obtained. Fig. 3 shows the measured modulation bandwidth of the LED [11] .
This measurement has been carried out by supplying the dc driving voltage from a current source and the ac voltage from a network analyzer. The emitted light was detected with a preamplified photodiode and the diode output was then monitored with the a network analyzer. From this figure one can see that, by suppressing the slow phosphorescent portion of the optical spectrum ( 500-700 nm), the modulation bandwidth can be enhanced from 2 to MHz. In order to attain high modulation bandwidths and thus high data rates, only the blue part of the spectrum should be detected (see Fig. 2 ). About 50% of the optical power resides in this spectral region, so that the conversion factor for the optical power available in the blue peak region (for a source with luminous flux ) is 2.1 mW/lm at maximum.
Although bandwidth measurement and conversion-factor calculation were done for a particular LED, it is reasonable to use the obtained values for other chips manufactured in a similar way.
C. Fulfilling the Lighting Function
Since the general lighting can be considered as the primary purpose for an LED source (with data transmission as its secondary function), we need to ensure sufficient horizontal bright- ness at the desktop surface. In accordance with EN 12464-1, we regard 400 lx as a minimal brightness at the desktop height in the area where a working place is set, and aim for a 200-800 lx span in the whole room [13] .
Throughout our study, we investigated several commercially available LEDs and concluded that using a chip with a large radiation angle is of practical importance, since in this case only a moderate amount of LED chips is needed for room illumination, keeping the overall complexity of the system low. We chose an LED chip, whose characteristics are given in Table I , and which is a good match for our lighting purposes. The figures for radiation angle and possible luminous intensity were provided by the manufacturer, and the output optical power was calculated with the conversion factor of 2.1 mW/lm, as reported in the previous section.
Two scenarios were considered, both of them based on the aforementioned LED chip. Scenario A represents a ceiling that is uniformly covered with 16-cm-spaced LEDs, whereas in scenario B four distinct areas of 1 1 m (referred to as lamps), contain 7-cm-spaced LEDs. In Fig. 4 , the ceiling layout for the two scenarios is illustrated. It is assumed that one LED chip covers a surface of 1 cm . Both scenarios need less than 1000 chips (see Table I ). In comparison, Komine et al. considered more than 14 000 chips for the very same room dimensions [4] . This large difference in the number of needed LEDs is readily explained by the more than ten times higher luminous intensity of the phosphorous LED considered here. In both scenarios, the aimed brightness span is met, with a major portion of the plane receiving at least 400 lx, and thus being suitable as a work place. The exact values are given in Table I .
III. DATA TRANSMISSION WITH WHITE-LIGHT LEDS
A. Communication Channel and Intersymbol Interference
The illumination at any point of the receiving surface includes lines of sight (LOS) from the LED chips as well as a contribution of reflections off the walls or objects in the room. The channel response of the LOS contributions can be modelled by Dirac pulses, whereas the diffuse portion can be represented by an integrating-sphere model (an exponential function as discussed by Jungnickel et al., [14] ). The channel frequency response, in terms of optical power, can then be written as (6) where and represent the channel gain for the LOS and diffuse signal, respectively;
[s] and [s] are the corresponding signal delays, and [Hz] the cut-off (3-dB) frequency of the purely diffuse channel. The LOS gain from the th LED chip is given by (7) where
[m ] is the effective receiver surface (together with filter and concentrator gain), and the other variables are introduced in Fig. 1 . For the purpose of easy comparison, we follow the work of Komine et al. [4] and assume a Si PIN photodiode with 1 cm surface and a concentrator with gain 3 (120 FOV), together with a blue spectral filter without passband attenuation, summing up to an effective surface of cm . This is realistic with available technology (see, e.g., [15] ). Nevertheless, in contrast to [4] , where the optical filter passband covers the whole white-light region, we are detecting only blue light, and can, therefore, use a filter of much narrower spectral width ( nm), and, thus, considerably reduce the influence of ambient light. According to the used model, the diffuse signal gain is constant everywhere in the room, and depends only on and the room properties (room area
[m ] and average reflectivity ) (8) The cut-off frequency depends on the room properties, and is about 10 MHz for a medium-sized room [14] . Nevertheless, as will be shown below, the diffusive component has no significant influence on the overall channel bandwidth.
Intersymbol interference (ISI) stems from multipath propagation of the emitted signals (through cables as well as air), and limits the transmission speed. The amount of ISI depends on the chosen transmission scenario (room properties, distribution of emitter chips at the ceiling and chip properties itself). We assume that for each submitted symbol all signals arriving at the receiver with a delay of more than half of the symbol period after the first signal contribute to ISI. Therefore, the received optical signal power is and (9) Given the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is limited to 20 MHz (LED modulation bandwidth), the Nyquist symbol period is limited to 25 ns, and ISI will occur if transmitted data symbols experience delays larger than 12.5 ns. In a more realistic case, when raised-cosine pulses with a roll-off factor of e.g., , ISI will occur when delays are larger than 18 ns. We investigated the possibility for ISI in the introduced scenarios. The maximal delay between two optical LOS paths was determined by the receiver FOV, and the distance between transmitter and the desktop surface. In our case, this delay is ns, so ISI stemming from different optical LOS paths alone is not present. Nevertheless, this is the case when all LEDs are synchronously driven. A large difference in electrical signal paths from a common distribution point to each of the LED chips can also lead to ISI. Minimal difference in cable length, between two chips for which one can expect ISI to occur, is given by (10) where is assumed for the speed of signals through cable. Assuming the maximal delay through air, this critical cabling difference comes to 2.8 m in the case with raised cosine shaping (1.6 m with the Nyquist symbol period). If this path difference is exceeded, ISI occurs and one can expect major influence on achievable transmission rates. Therefore, it is of interest to set the maximal electrical path difference as a requirement on cabling design. This tolerance of few meters should be quite comfortable to fulfill by implementation, especially in scenario B. For example, a convenient distribution point could be in the center of the ceiling, leading to the four lamps. Hereby, it is realistic to assume that the chips within one lamp are simultaneously driven. In the scenario A, the appropriate cabling would be more challenging. This is one of the reasons why scenario B is more realistic than A, apart from the fact that it requires the lower amount of LEDs. Our further investigations will, therefore, be based primarily on the scenario B.
To determine the influence of signals coming via diffuse reflections, we obtained the 3-dB frequency of the total channel at the desktop surface, according to (11) and (6) . Fig. 6 shows the distribution of 3-dB frequencies for both scenarios. It can be observed that the pattern somewhat reflects the ceiling design for both scenarios (i.e., the available bandwidth in scenario A is quite uniform, whereas for scenario B much larger variation of bandwidth is observable due to concentrated distribution of sources). Moreover, it can be concluded that the given bandwidth patterns are result of destructive as well as constructive interference of LOS signal phases stemming from different chips (i.e., lamps). In both scenarios, spans of available bandwidth are well above 20 MHz (with minimal frequencies of 90 MHz at the worst location at the desktop surface, coincidentally for both scenarios A and B). Thus, the channel can be considered flat over the bandwidth of interest, and the influence of ISI can be neglected. With appropriate cabling, all LOS signal components arrive at the receiver within less than half of the symbol time and the influence of diffuse reflections is suppressed by strong LOS light all over the room. Nevertheless, even with ns, ISI can potentially be encountered in large rooms with high ceilings (e.g., conference halls) where differences in optical paths become significant with respect to the symbol length.
Note that, even though the channel is flat over 20 MHz, the LED modulation response at this frequency will be about 3 dB below the maximum and will therefore determine the frequency response in the realistic system. For the sake of simplicity, we have neglected this effect in the investigations in this paper, which leads to a slight overestimation of results. In a subcarrier-based system, this issue would be counteracted by, e.g., preemphasizing the transmission power spectrum at higher frequencies [1] or allocating lower modulation orders to them [16] , [17] .
B. System Performance and Achievable Transmission Rate
We assume that all LEDs are driven by the same (electrical) signal. Since the tolerance for the electrical path difference between the lamps in scenario B is relatively large, we assume that cabling is within this tolerance. Then, in a flat channel, the received optical signal power is the sum of powers coming from all light emitting chips (12) For simulation it is easier to regard it as one source, , and one virtual channel, , which is the sum of all LOS gains. We define a reference signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as the total electrical signal power generated by the photodiode (containing the dc component) over the AWGN power in bandwidth (20 MHz) (13) where [A/W] denotes the receiver responsivity, and the double-sided power spectral density of the noise [A /Hz]. The responsivity of Si-based photodiodes is A/W in the blue region. The dominant noise contribution is assumed to be the shot noise stemming from ambient light from windows. As a sort of a worst case, bright sky irradiance of 5.8 W/(nm cm ) was considered [18] . After blue-light filtering, the induced photocurrent at the assumed receiver is mA (about four times smaller than assumed in [4] ), and the noise power spectral density is (14) where is the electron charge. Fig. 7(a) presents the distribution at the desktop surface for scenario B in the case where cabling design is within tolerance, and the values are summarised in Table I. Since the SNR is not affected by ISI and the illuminance level is comparably high, the remains above 60 dB over the whole plane. After simple mathematical transformations, the can be expressed as a function of the brightness level,
For 400 lx, is slightly above 66.6 dB, making this the minimal on the recommended working plane (covering % of the desktop surface for scenario B). Just for comparison purposes, distribution was also calculated with the worst-case cabling scenario, when the signals arriving to the receiver from three out of four lamps cause ISI, and presented in Fig. 7(b) . In this case is given as (16) It can be seen that difference in electrical path lengths can cause significant reduction of and consequently limit the transmission rate. Clearly, the drop is greatest towards the centre of the working plane, where the three lamps causing ISI have the greatest influence. Therefore, awareness by cabling design is of great interest.
In our system, the signal bandwidth is limited to 20 MHz by the modulation bandwidth of the LED. If raised-cosine pulses with a roll-off factor of are assumed, bit rates much higher than 30 Mbit/s can only be achieved if bandwidth efficient modulation formats are used. Due to intensity modulation/direct detection (IM/DD) type of optical wireless systems, pulse-amplitude modulation with levels ( -PAM) is a bandwidth-efficient modulation format for baseband transmission. It is, however, well known from electrical communication theory that, for the same BER, QAM requires a lower SNR than PAM (also than PSK) assuming the same order of modulation [19] , but this type of modulation is only possible in our system if subcarrier modulation is used. In the following, we evaluate and compare the performances of baseband transmission (using -PAM) and subcarrier transmission (based on DMT [19] , [20] , in combination with -QAM). Fig. 7(a) shows that the SNR can exceed as high levels as 70 dB. For such high SNR values the random optical beating of the optical power emitted by the incoherent white-light LEDs becomes noticeable. According to the literature, LEDs are to a good approximation thermal emitters [21] and when neglecting all other sources of random variation, the achievable SNR for un-polarised thermal light is given by (17) where is the optical bandwidth of the detected light and is the bandwidth of the detection system. Notice, that this equation only holds for . A thorough discussion of the optical beating of (thermal) light can be found elsewhere [21] , [22] . In our case the former is THz. Assuming the measurement bandwidth to be around 40 MHz, (15) yields an SNR of 69 dB, i.e., throughout the whole area for which the luminous flux is above 400 lx the achievable SNR is capped to about 69 dB.
1) M-PAM Based Transmission:
An -PAM transmission scheme is shown in Fig. 8 . The LED is modulated by a stream of -PAM symbols (18) where represents the mean signal amplitude, the scaled amplitude of the th symbol interval of length , and the pulse shape. Namely, the -level symbol alphabet has different values , where , which are occurring with equal probabilities. To properly drive the optical source (i.e., to ensure the mean optical power of ) symbol amplitudes need to be scaled with , ( being the LED conversion factor in [W/A]) so that , and a dc of needs to be included. The SNR is then given as (19) Given that the factor presents a monotonic decreasing function of , which approaches 1/3 for , it is clear that for higher more power is needed for the same SNR, i.e., the power-efficiency decreases. This factor actually represents the ratio between the mean and peak electrical power. According to [19] , the relationship between BER and for 20-MBd -PAM signals is (20) The approximation sign is here introduced since with Gray coding, each symbol error "only" most likely causes one bit error. Now, for a chosen bit-error performance and taking into account the span present in the considered scenario, we can determine the maximal allowed order of -PAM at the desktop surface. Then, the achievable transmission rate is given by (21) This is illustrated in Fig. 9 , where rates as high as 300 Mbit/s can be achieved for . To support the above conclusions, Monte Carlo simulations have been performed in points and [shown in Fig. 7(a) ], and the BERs obtained from simulations were compared to the BERs rendered with (18) . In simulations, perfect synchronization and decision thresholds are assumed. Since the available SNRs at the receiver plane are extremely high, the Monte Carlo simulations with given parameters would consider very high modulation orders or very low BERs, which in turn would result in a prohibitively large number of calculation steps. Therefore, the simulations in points and were performed assuming LED chips of ten times smaller optical power (leading to a 20 dB lower SNR). The BERs inferred from theory and simulations were found to differ less than 5%. This discrepancy is a consequence of the fact that the number of simulated symbol errors is limited by computation complexity to about 100. However, such difference is well in the range of a 90% confidence interval.
2) DMT Transmission: In a fading channel, subcarrier modulation enhances system robustness. In an optical wireless system on the other hand, moving the signal spectrum away from dc offers better robustness against ambient-light noise and interference form fluorescent lighting, which is particularly strong around dc.
In particular, DMT is a special type of modulation technique that offers high bandwidth efficiency, inherently deals with ISI, allows for simple equalization at the receiver, and can be entirely realised with digital signal processing [19] , [20] .
As shown in Fig. 10 , at the Tx the input data are divided into several parallel streams, which will be encoded and imprinted onto different subcarriers. These are then mapped to -QAM symbols by aid of Gray coding. A DMT symbol is formed via digital signal processing, and used to directly modulate the optical source. At the input of the inverse fast Fourier transforma- tion (IFFT) block, conjugate symmetry is enforced on the vector of QAM symbols, to ensure a real-valued modulation signal. This means that for independent subcarriers (first input of the IFFT block corresponds to dc, which does not carry any data), a -IFFT block is necessary. After detection and DMT demodulation, subcarriers are separately processed. Following the channel estimation, the data are equalized (e.g., multiplied with an inverse channel coefficient).
The SNR on each subcarrier is (22) where is the noise power on one subcarrier. For a system with independent subcarriers and -QAM mapping, the SNR of each subcarrier will be (23)
The SNR is a function of the number of subcarriers and the receiver position.
Here, the factor corresponds to the ratio between the mean electrical power (i.e., mean of the square signal amplitude) and the square of the mean optical power (i.e., mean signal amplitude) (24) Such approach will lead to a certain amount of clipping noise, especially for low numbers of subcarriers. The optimization of the clipping level is currently under investigation. In order to ensure negligible clipping at the optical source, it was assumed that the sum of the mean signal amplitudes on individual subcarriers is . According to [19] where is the number of used subcarriers and is the mean amplitude of the symbol alphabet. For square -QAM constellations (27) can be easily derived.
Again, we can determine the maximal order of -QAM modulation according to the chosen system bit-error performance and span present in the considered scenario. The corresponding net transmission rate will also depend on the assumed length of the cyclic prefix , i.e.
(28)
In Fig. 11 , the maximal number of bits per subcarrier are given for the cases (with ) and (with ), as well as the corresponding transmission rates (right ordinate).
We also conducted simulations for the DMT system in points and as depicted in Fig. 7(a) , and also found them to deviate less than 5% from the predictions in Fig. 11 . The chosen cyclic prefix lengths are sufficient, since the channel memory (calculated to be up to 5.5 ns in the considered scenario) is well below the sampling interval of 25 ns.
When comparing Figs. 11 and 9 the achievable rates with DMT and PAM are quite within the same range. The decision between the two approaches would thus have to be made depending on the environment (noise and ISI) and desired system complexity. Even though QAM combined with DMT is more complex than PAM, it provides a slightly higher maximum data rate for the same optical SNR and it is more robust regarding noise. In practice, one should also aim towards a flexible system that is robust in ISI-degraded environments, e.g., large lecture halls. ISI degrades the channel response on certain frequencies. In the case of baseband transmission, performance in the whole channel is corrupted (without any equalization), so the resulting SNR can be significantly lower. For instance, in a scenario where 10% of the total received power is delayed enough to contribute to ISI, it can be shown that the SNR will be in the range of about 20 dB, (since instead of ambient light now the delayed signals present the major interference), allowing for, e.g., only 60 Mbit/s with 4-PAM . In this case, DMT allows for much better performance close to the values shown in Fig. 11 . In the case that the degradation involves only some sporadic frequencies, only some of the subcarriers would suffer performance degradation, whereas the rest of them would still have high SNRs. If the response is degraded on a whole frequency band, then one could deploy adaptive DMT, i.e., modulating the subcarriers with different QAM orders depending on the SNR of each one [16] , [17] . 
IV. CONCLUSION
Using white-light LEDs simultaneously for illumination and data transmission promises synergy, which is increasingly gaining attention in R&D [23] . We have shown that the modulation bandwidth of commercially available LEDs can be enhanced to MHz when suppressing the phosphorescent portion of the optical spectrum upon detection. Starting from requirements for office illumination, as defined in lighting standards, we investigated achievable transmission rates in a medium-sized room model. Assuming that the cabling is done within what was found to be a comfortable tolerance, the transmission channel can be regarded flat over the bandwidth of interest, due to high optical power distributed via many line-of-sight links. The system performances were compared for baseband -PAM and -QAM on DMT modulation. It was found that the achievable rates are comparable for both techniques and lie in the region of several hundreds Mbit/s. It can be expected that benefits of DMT are even pronounced in the ISI degraded environment. Analytical assumptions were corroborated with Monte Carlo simulations for both modulation schemes. Even though a DMT system is more complex, it can be fully realized with standard FPGA and DSP units. In practice, we expect the reported large SNR values to be limited by the linearity of the transmitter and receiver, and experimental investigations are necessary to fully assess the practical potential of high-speed white-light wireless transmission.
